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The EPS units are designed to specific plot layouts and 

manufactured off-site, to be delivered ready to install. The 

system uses small pegs and clips to install the pieces of EPS. 

Effectively your Stylite Passivehaus Foundation system is a way 

to wrap your build in insulation, insulating from the ground up.

Design Standards

Stylite Expanded Polystyrene Passivehaus Insulated 

Foundation is manufactured in accordance with BS-EN-

13163-2012+A2-2016. Under a Quality Management 

System accredited to ISO 9001:2015 and an Environmental 

Management System accredited to ISO 14001:2015. 

Product Overview

Designed for ground floor foundation applications

Stylite Passivehaus Foundation EPS will save time on the 

design and installation of your foundation system while also 

saving drastically on material costs too. Having an insulated 

foundation system means that the cold bridging that occurs 

between the ground and the building is eliminated creating 

a much more thermally efficient build. Stylite Passivehaus 

foundation reduces underfloor heat loss through rising walls 

from 65% to 12%.

Product Benefits

       Eliminates the critical wall-to-floor cold bridge   

       in traditional foundations

       Resistant to moisture and rot

       Available in a range of sizes and thicknesses    

       to suit application

       Pre-cut modular pieces

       Save time and money on foundations

       60% less concrete required

       No reduction in performance over time

       Lightweight, quick & easy to install

       Minimal water absorption & permeability

       100% recyclable

       BRE Green Guide Rating of A+
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Reinforced Mesh

Vapour Control Layer

Reinforced Ring Beam

Concrete / Screed

Stylite EPS 70 / 100 Overlay

Stylite EPS 300 Footing

Typical Build-Up - Passivehaus Insulated Foundation
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Unit EPS Grade

Footing EPS 300

Base Layer EPS 70 & EPS 100

Overlay EPS 70 & EPS 100
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Typical Applications

Stylite Passivehaus Insulated Foundations utilise high density 

Expanded Polystyrene combined with lower density flooring 

boards to form a base for the foundation. This modular base 

allows the foundation ring beam to be laid directly into the 

Expanded Polystyrene reducing install time and costs while 

providing an insulated base for the superstructure.

Stylite Passivehaus Foundations can be used with many 

different superstructures. The main applications are typically 

structural insulated panels or timber frames, sometimes used 

with brick external walls. For some builds an insulated concrete 

form is used, Expanded Polystyrene blocks which interlock to 

create a void for the concrete. Below are some typical details 

which give a good idea of how a Stylite Passivehaus Foundation 

is typically installed.
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Perimeter / Area 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

U-Value
(W/m2K) 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10
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Typical Application

Passivehaus Insulated Foundation - Timber Frame & External 

Wall Insulation

Typical U-Values

The Stylite Passivehaus Insulated Foundation is designed to 

protect the foundation of your build from the cold external 

ground. This will increase the thermal performance of the 

building as the initial, critical ground to wall cold bridge is 

eliminated. The design of a Stylite Passivehaus Foundation 

always comprises of the same insulative components, below 

are a typical set of U-values calculated for the foundation and 

floor.

Typical Dimensions

All Stylite Passivehaus Foundations are made up of footing 

pieces and boards spread across the centre of the foundation. 

Different foundations will require different sized footings but 

generally, the boards comprise of standard flooring insulation 

at 2400 x 1200mm at 100 and 200mm thick. The EPS 300 

footings are typically 1200 x 600 x 450mm. The Height of the 

footing piece will typically be 450mm high to accommodate 

the base layer, overlay and 150mm of reinforced concrete 

topping.

Typical Application

Under Internal (Party Wall) Ground Beam & Pile Cap
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Delivery & Storage

The boards are delivered to site in packs, wrapped in 

polythene. They must be protected from prolonged exposure 

to sunlight and UV rays. Packs should be stored either under 

cover or protected with opaque light-coloured polythene 

sheeting. The products must be stored fully supported and flat 

on a firm, level base, to prevent bowing.

The products must not be exposed to open flame, care should 

still be taken to ensure EPS doesnt come into contact with any 

source of ignition.

Safety

Expanded Polystyrene is non-toxic, non-irritant and odorless, 

making it completley safe to handle. It can be cut on site using 

a fine tooth saw or a hot wire cutter. For more information refer 

to our Saftey Data Sheet available on our website. 

Durability

Expanded Polystyrene is rot proof, Expanded Polystyrene is 

not affected by bacteria, moulds or fungi, and will not provide 

nutrient value for insects or vermin.

Expanded Polystyrene does not lose any performance over 

time and will remain an effective insulation for the life of the 

building.

Compatibility 

Expanded Polystyrene should be kept away from 

hydrocarbons, solvents and volatile substances, however, 

Expanded Polystyrene is compatible with most chemicals and 

materials found in common construction environments. For 

more information, a full list of chemical behaviours is available 

on our website.

Stylite Expanded Polystyrene should not come into contact 

with any PVC cables. This is to avoid plasticizer migration 

which causes PVC cables to become brittle and fragile. Any 

PVC cables should be protected within a suitable conduit or 

with a suitable air gap.

Moisture Resistance & Breathability

Stylite Expanded Polystyrene is hydrophobic and highly 

resistant to the absorption of water but will allow a very 

minimal amount of water vapour transfer. Expanded 

Polystyrene is often utilised with a suitable damp proof 

membrane or vapour control layer to avoid any unwanted 

water ingress.

Reaction To Fire Classification

Stylite Expanded Polystyrene will achieve reaction to fire 

Euroclass F. However, the classification achieved when 

installing in a building will be considerably better. We also 

supply FRA grades which contain a Fire Retardant Additive 

and achieve reaction to fire Euroclass E. 

Sustainability

Our Stylite Expanded Polystyrene does not contain HFC’s, 

CFC’s or HCFC’s. Expanded Polystyrene has a Global Warming 

Potential (GWP) of zero and a low O-Zone Depletion Potential 

(ODP). 

Our Expanded Polystyrene is 100% recyclable. For more 

information on our recycling policy, you can contact our office 

to find out more, or alternatively visit our website.

BRE Green Guide Rating

Expanded Polystyrene achieves a green guide rating from A+. 

For a full overview of grades and ratings please see technical 

specifications overleaf.
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Please Note: The information contained within this datasheet is 

true and accurate at the date of issuance and is subject to change 

without prior notice. It is for guidance only the proper use and 

application of this product is the responsibility of the user.

All Stylite Expanded Polystyrene is manufactured to the 

following standards - BS EN 13163:2012+A2:2016 - BS EN 

13501-1.

Styrene Packaging & Insulation Ltd
Morley Carr Rd, Low Moor, Bradford BD12 0RA

VAT Reg No.40876392 - Company Reg No.1800539
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Physical Properties EPS 70 EPS 100 EPS 300

Thermal Conductivity (W/mK) 0.038 0.036 0.034

Compressive Strength @ 10% (kPa) 70 100 300

Bending Strength (kPa) 115 150 450

Water Vapour Permeability (mg Pa.h.m) 0.015 - 0.030 0.009 - 0.020 0.006 - 0.015

Water Vapour Diffusion Resistance (μ) 20-40 30-70 40-100

Reaction to Fire - Standard EPS F F F

Reaction to Fire - Fire Rated EPS E E E

Length Tolerance L2 L2 L2

Width Tolerance W2 W2 W2

Thickness Tolerance T2 T2 T2

Flatness Tolerance P5 P5 P3

Squareness S2 S2 S2

Dimensional Stability DS (N) 5 DS (N) 5 DS (N) 5

BRE Green Guide A+ A+ A
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